
ANTENTOP- 01- 2016 # 020 Modified Beverage Antenna

By: Igor Grigorov, va3znw, Richmond Hill, ON,
Canada

I took the decision. At last! I took the decision to
participate in CQ- WW- 160- Meter Contest. My
setup for the Contest was IC- 718 and Beverage
Antenna described at Antentop- 01, 2015
(http://www.antentop.org/019/va3znw_019.htm). The
antenna had termination resistor 450- Ohm/25- Wtt.
It allowed me run the IC-718 on 50- Wtt without
damage to Beverage’s termination load. So I
decided participate as Low Power (up to 150- Wtt)
Single Operator in the Contest.

Finally Friday -29 (2016) came in. Of course, when I
came home from my job I did not run to the
transceiver like a crazy rabbit. I would like do
contesting for my pleasure not for big result.

However my transceiver was turned on. CQ TEST
from USA stations blown up my headphones. I
worked several hours in the test and discovered that
the 50- Watts is too little to be heard. Then I took
another decision. I increased output power up to
100- watts (96- Wtt actually). It gave result. Contest
stations begun to answer me in much better way (or
it was seems to me…).

I was known that termination load at Beverage
Antenna could not stand 100- watts for a long time.
However I kept hope that frost (it was minus 7 C
degree) and wind (feels like minus 15 C with wind)
cool down the load. For some times the cold
weather hold situation under control. But… Suddenly
SWR became floating. At every key down antenna
current became floating too. Finally at the end of a
short contest QSO the SWR –meter of the IC- 718
showed infinity. It was happened what I waiting for.
Termination Load at the end of my Beverage
antenna was burned out.

I took a break in my contesting. I expected the
situation so I acted on to my plan. It was interesting
for me how the Beverage antenna with burned load
(anyway, it is already not a Beverage antenna it is
low profile wire antenna) would be worked at the
other bands. I made measurement of the antenna
with help of SWR- Meter of the IC- 718 and with help
of MFJ- 259B. Table 1 shows SWR of the Beverage
antenna with burned load measured by IC- 718.

Note: I use to a Japan made wall mounted SWR –Meter
(Handic brand) constantly turned on to the antenna cable. As
usual I use to the SWR meter to measure antenna current
while transmitting. However seldom I use the SWR- Meter to
measure SWR in my antenna (to prove the IC- 718 internal
SWR- Meter). Sometimes I used FSM function at the SWR-
Meter.

Japan made SWR- Meter HANDIC
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Table 2 shows SWR of the Beverage antenna with
burned load measured by MFJ- 259B. MFJ- 259B
does not indicates the character of the reactance
(capacitance or inductive) so I used sign @ at the
reactance.

As you could see from the tables the Beverage antenna with
burned load (anyway, it is already not a Beverage antenna it
is low profile wire antenna) became problematic to match with
the transceiver at several bands, 160- meter was included.

Table 1

Beverage Antenna with LDG Transformer without Termination Load. Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to
antenna is 50’.  Measurement by IC-718

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
SWR 15 3.2 2.5 3.2 1.8 2.8 2.5 2.8 1.8

Table 2

Beverage Antenna with LDG Transformer without a Termination Load. Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to
antenna is 50’.  Measurement by MFJ- 259B

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
Z 9@j44 9@j30 21@j30 38@j56 27@j28 38@j50 100@j60 17@j8 114@j33
SWR 5.6 4.6 2.7 2.9 2.9 2.9 2.8 3.0 2.4

It was obviously at the reception. I heard lots
electrical noise, useful signal fall down especially it
was at 160, 80 and 40- meter bands. Anyway I
attempted to restore my antenna back to Air.
Simplest way was to use an ATU. I have MFJ
VERSA TUNER II. In minutes the ATU was switched
between transceiver and antenna cable. But nobody
answered me. Electrical cracks and electrical noise
was so much hindered to the reception. I had
matched only antenna cable to my transceiver not
the antenna wire with cable. ATU could not help me
in the situation.

MFJ VERSA TUNER II at my Station

So I need to restore the antenna in right way. Right way was
to install a new termination resistor. However I had not a new
one good non- inductive termination resistor. I had only a
termination resistor made of from 10 wire- wound resistors on
4k7 connected to bridge. The load had 450- Ohm at DC.

Termination Load on the Base of the Wire Wound
Resistors

Wire Wound Resistor
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Wire wound resistor (that was for the termination
load is used) is used for DC current limitation circuit
and is not intended for RF application. The resistor
has some significant reactance at RF. However the
resistor has 5- Watt of dissipation power. So all
together for the load it was at least 50- Watts. At my
experimenters such one resistor could stand
dissipation power up to 20- Watts. Resistor was very
hot but not burned. Well then I could not worry about
my 100 Watts going in to antenna. But how would
work the Beverage antenna with the wire wound
resistor? Anyway only experiment could show me
the result. I took flashlight put on coat and went with
the new load to my antenna.

In spite of cold (minus 7 C degree, minus 15 with
wind) and snow it not took long time to change
burned termination resistor to a good one. In my
Beverage Antenna the antenna wire and ground
wire are connected to the termination load with help
of an electrical automotive screw (bought it in Home
Depot). So it took for me a moment to change the
load.

If you look attentively at the burned load you may
see that resistors from the load were burned out not
evenly. Some resistors have burned out resistive lay
in length in 1- 2- mm across them. Other resistors
are almost black with burned resistive lay in circle or
two circles of the resistors. There are completely
burned out resistors. It is typical condition of a
burned termination load of a Beverage Antenna. I
explain why it is this way.

When termination load is overload at the beginning
firstly electrically weak resistors are burned out. At
the next key down RF voltage at the antenna end
would be increased (because some resistors are
opened and summary resistance of the termination
load is higher the 450- Ohm). Then it would be
burned out the second parts of the resistors of the
termination load. However while the voltage is
increased the resistors are burned out more
intensively. Then when we press key down the
several live resistors would get to much RF voltage
that finally destroyed at all the last live resistors.
With each pressing down key the damage for live
resistors would be sever compare to the first burned
out ones.

Electrical Automotive Screw

Burned Termination Resistor

I made measurement of the antenna with wire wound
termination load with help of SWR- Meter of the IC- 718 and
with help of MFJ- 259B. Table 3 shows SWR of the Beverage
Antenna with wire wound termination measured by IC- 718.
Table 4 shows SWR of the Beverage Antenna with wire
wound termination measured by MFJ- 259B. MFJ- 259B does
not indicates the character of the reactance (capacitance or
inductive) so I used sign @ at the reactance.

Table 3
Beverage Antenna with LDG Transformer Loaded to Bridge of 10 Wire Wound Resistors (overall resistance: 440
Ohm). Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to antenna is 50’.  Measurement by IC-718

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
SWR 1.4 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.5 1.4 1.6 2.2
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Table 4

Beverage Antenna with LDG Transformer Loaded to Bridge of 10 Wire Wound Resistors (overall resistance: 440
Ohm). Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to antenna is 50’.  Measurement by MFJ- 259B

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
Z 72@j8 59@j8 38@j7 78@j7 38@j7 79@j5 28@j35 113@j15 20@j13
SWR 1.4 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.3 1.8 1.7 2.2 2.5

SWR was not so bad with the new termination load
made on the base of wire wound resistors. I tried the
antenna directly connected to IC-718. I was again on
the Air. Clean sound was at the 160 and 80- meter
Bands. Contest stations begin answered to me. My
station was restored. However it was already 3.00-
a.m. I went to sleep.

At the next day I decided change unsymmetrical RF
Transformer that was used at my Beverage Antenna
to transformer with insulated windings. At the times
when I installed the Beverage Antenna I had no stuff
to make the transformer with insulated windings.

However, at YORK REGION HAMFEST that was at
31- October, 2015, I bought butch of cables with
ferrite ring on it.

Seller did not have any information for the cables and for the
rings on it. However it was a good price and box with the
cables jumped to my backpack. At home I found that lots of
the rings had inner diameter in ¼ inch that allows me make
an RF transformer with insulated windings with standard
copper ¼ inch tube (because the rings it was possible
inserted on the ¼ inch tube).

So at the day before evening with Contest I decided make
transformer with insulated windings. I expected that the
transformer would provide better matching of the Beverage
Antenna with coaxial cable. As well transformer with insulated
windings should decrease the electrical noise level. Anyway if
the transformer would not good I may use my old transformer
made on the base of LDG Symmetrical Transformer. You
may find lots design of such insulated RF transformer in the
Internet.

Note: For example, link at ANTENTOP:

http://www.antentop.org/019/Two%20Broadband%20Symmetrical%20Transformers%20_019.htm

Figure 1 shows design of the transformer with
insulated windings. For the transformer it was used
10 ferrite rings and two length of copper tube in ¼
inch OD. Photo shows kit for making the
transformer. I should say that at making the
transformer I met some unexpected problem. I had
short length (6- cm) of ¼ inch copper tube. I could
insert the rings on the tube. I had another one length
of copper tube (1- meter length) but I cannot insert
the rings on it. The diameter of the tube was a little
wide.

Of course it would be possible to decrease the
diameter with Dremel but… I took the ring and went
to Home Depot. It was wonderful for me that among
the rolls of copper tube in ¼ inch OD I may found
tubes on which I may inserted the ferrite ring as well
I may found ¼ inch tube on which I could not
inserted the ring. So I took suitable tube roll with me.

Cable with Ferrite Ring on it

Note: At my job I did measurement the both copper
tubes. Tube on which I may insert the ferrite rings
had diameter in 0.248- 0.2495 inch.

Tube on which I could not insert the ferrite rings had diameter
in 0.252- 0.255 inch. All dimensions were in the tolerance
limits.
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Figure 1 Transformer with Insulated Windings
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Five rings were inserted on to copper tube in ¼ inch
OD. At one side a jumper connected the tubes. At
the other side a wire was soldered to the tubes. It
was winding for coaxial cable, 50- Ohm. Three turns
of insulated wire (300- V, 20- AWG) were inserted
inside of the copper tubes. It was second winding,
450- Ohm intended for Beverage Antenna. The
transformer was covered by wide shrink that after
thermal heating hold the rings.

Ready transformer was tested with small ¼- Wtt
resistor on 450-Ohm. Table 5 shows data measured
by MFJ- 259B. MFJ- 259B does not indicates the
character of the reactance (capacitance or inductive)
so I used sign @ at the reactance. It looks like the
transformer was not optimal for the 160- meter band.
Though I decided try it. After 5 minutes I have the
transformer changed. I straight away did
measurement of the Beverage

Antenna with Transformer with Insulated Windings.
Table 6 shows data for Beverage Antenna with
Transformer with Insulated Windings measured by
MFJ- 259B. MFJ- 259B does not indicates the
character of the reactance (capacitance or inductive)
so I used sign @ at the reactance. Table 7 shows
data for Beverage Antenna with Transformer with
Insulated Windings measured by IC- 718.

SWR of the Beverage Antenna with the new
transformer was good. For my opinion level of the
electrical noise went down at all bands. The
transformer with Insulated Windings worked well.
Evening came to me and I turned on to the Test.
The load worked the last part of CQ- WW- 160-
Meter Contest without burning. After Contest I
visually checked the termination load. It looked like
new. During the test I made 124 QSO, 33- US
States and 3 Canadian Provinces. Not bad.

So it is possible use at Beverage Antenna
termination load made on the base of wire wound
resistors. It was a little surprisingly for me.

Ferrite Rings and Copper Tubes for the RF
Transformer with Insulated Windings

Ready Transformer with Insulated Windings

Table 5

Transformer 2x5 Rings loaded to a Metal Film Resistor in 450- Ohm. Measurement by MFJ- 259B

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
Z 33@j24 43@j14 44@j8 42@j6 40@j5 37@j5 35@j5 33@j7 32@j9
SWR 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6
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Table 6

Beverage Antenna with Transformer 2x5 Rings. Beverage Antenna Loaded to Bridge of 10 Wire Wound Resistors
(overall resistance: 440 Ohm). Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to antenna is 50’.  Measurement by MFJ- 259

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
Z 84@j43 60@j14 37@j8 63@j29 37@j6 81@j13 50@j13 49@j12 53@j12
SWR 2.1 1.3 1.4 1.7 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.3

Table 7

Beverage Antenna with Transformer 2x5 Rings. Beverage Antenna Loaded to Bridge of 10 Wire Wound Resistors
(overall resistance: 440 Ohm). Length of the 50- Ohm Coaxial Cable to antenna is 50’.  Measurement by IC- 718

Band 160 80 40 30 20 17 15 12 10
SWR 1.5 1.0 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.2

RF Transformer with Insulated Windings at
the Beverage Antenna. Open Plastic Food
Box

RF Transformer with Insulated Windings at the
Beverage Antenna. Closed Plastic Food  Box

73! I.G., VA3ZNW

A Beverage antenna that can be improvised for military field communications, from a U.S. Army field manual. Rather
than being grounded, the resistor is attached to a second lower wire which serves as a counterpoise, an artificial
ground for the transmitter. Credit Line: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beverage_antenna
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